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Introduction
There have been developed in the literature two kinds of the theory of
dimensionality in lattices, that is, one is the theory in the continuous geometries
(von Neumann [13], Halperin [5], Iwamura [7J) and the other is the theory
in the operator rings (Murray and von Neumann [12], Segal [15]) and AW*algebras (Kaplansky l8], Sasaki [14]).

The main purpose of the present paper

is to investigate a dimensionality in certain general (not necessarily modular)
lattices so that all the above cases may be treated from the uniform standpoint.
Before describing the outline of this paper, it is convenient to explain the
above theories in some more details.
(I)

[ I 3, I]

In the theory of continuous geometries, von Neumann

troduced dimensionality by perspectivity.

m-

He constructed numerical dimension

functions in the irreducible case, and in the reducible case I wamura [6] mtroduced dimension functions whose ranges are sets of continuous functions on
the Boolean space which represents ,the center Z of the lattice.
In continuous geometries, generalizing the idea of Halperin [5], I wamura
[7] introduced the concept of the p-relation which means a relation a~ b, satisfying the following conditions :
(1)

a~ b is an equivalence rt>lation ;

(2)

if a and b are perspective, then a~b;

(3)

(complete additivity) if a,,.~b,,. for every

aE

J, then (±)a,,.~(±)b,,., where
I

(±) means the l. u. b. of an independent system in von Neumann's sense [13, I,
p. 9];
(4)

if a~(±)b,,., then there exists a decomposition a=(±)a,,. with a,,.~b,,.;

(5)

(finiteness) there exists no pair of elements a, b such that a~b

< a.

He defined the relative center with respect to the· given p-relation as the
set of all z such that a~ z implies a= z.

A dimensionality is induced by a

p-relation, and the relative center plays the role of the center Z.
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(II)

In the theory of operator rings, the dimensionality was introduced in

the lattice of projections in an operator ring M with the unit operator as follows :
two projections P, Q in M are said to have the same relative dimension if there
exists a partially isometric operator in M whose initial and final projections are
P and Q respectively.

Murray and von Neumann [12] constructed the theory of dimensionality in
the case where M is a factor.

In general ca&e, Segal [15, p. 405] gave axioms

of dimension functions and proved that every operator ring has a dimension
function in his sense.
On the other hand Dixmier [ 4] proved the existence of a pseudo-application

q which

is normal, faithful and essential in a semi-finite ring.

The re-

striction of this application to projections is essentially a dimension function in
Segal's sense, and its range is a set of continuous functions on the space f2, the
spectre of the center M 1 of M.
The projections in an A W*-algebra form a complete lattice and the dimensionality was introduced there by the same way as in an operator ring (see
kaplansky [8]).

In the case (I) the lattices are modular, but in the case (II) they are not
modular in general, and in the later case there exists the concept of orthogonality, and the complete additivity of the relation which induces the dimensionality holds for orthogonal families, while in the former case it holds for independent systems.
In §1, we postulate a relation al.b in a complete lattice L which may be
interpreted as an b == 0 in a continuous geometry and as ab
of projections in a operator ring.

=

0 in the lattice

Using this relation we define in L indepen-

dent systems by the similar way as in the continuous geometries.

\Ve show that

the center Z of L is a complete Boolean sublattice.
In §2, modifying the axioms of I wamura's p-relation, we postulate a relation

a~ b in L so that the dimensionality induced by this relation may be available
to both of the cases (I), (II).
Here the relative center Z0 is defined as the set of z E Z such that a~ b < z
implies a:C.z, and we show that Zo is a complete Boolean sublattice of L.

We

develope the theory of dimensionality in L along the similar lines as in the
cases (I), (II).

First, in this section we give the reduction theorem.

In §3, we give the comparability theorem and the decomposition theorem
which play a fundamental role in the sequel.

§4 is devoted to the preliminaries
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to the rest of the paper.

In §5, we give the axioms of dimension functions on L.

Let SJ be the

Boolean space which represents Z 0 and let Z be the set of non-negative continuous functions on SJ.

We denote by cf)(z) the characteristic function of the

subset of 52 which corresponds to z E Z 0 •

A function d on L to Z will be termed

a dimension function on L if the following axioms are satisfied :
(1°)

if a~b, then d(a) =d(b);

(2°)

if aj_b, then d(aVb)=d(a) +d(b);

(3°)

if zEZ0 , then d(zna)='1)(z)d(a);

(4°)

if a> 0, then d(a)

(5°)

if a is finite, then d (a) is finite valued except on a set of the first

> 0;

category.
This definition is obtained by modifying that of Segal [ 15, p. 405].

We

show the existence of such a dimension function which is unique m a certain
sense (Theorem 5.1, 5.3).

This is the main result of this paper.

We discuss

the further properties of the dimension functions: the complete additivity and
the properties of their ranges.
In §6, to make clear the relation of our dimension functions

to those of

Segal and Dixmier (explained in (II)), we consider a function cl* satisfying the
first .three axioms (I

0

),

(2°) ard (3°), and show that (4°) implies the complete

additivity of cl* and that (5°) corresponds to the essentiality in Dixmier's sense.

§ I.

Independent systems in a complete lattice

We assume that in a complete lattice there is a binary relation "_L" which
has the following properties :

(1, a)

aJ_a implies a= 0;

{ 1, /3)

aJ_b implies bj_a;

(I, 'Y)

aJ_b, a1~a imply a1J_b;

c1, ii)

aJ_b, aVbJ_c imply aJ_bVc;

(1, c)

if a6 j a and a0 J_b for all

o,

then aJ_b. (ao j a means that {aa} 1s an

ascending directed set with the I. u. b. a.)
Then a subset S of the lattice is said to be an independent sysiem (defined by
the given relation

"J_ "),

in notation (a; a ES) _l, if \/(a; a E S1)

for every pair of disjoint subsets S 1 , S 2 of S.

_I_

\/(a; a E S2)

a Vb will be denoted by a (fJ b if

aJ_b, and \/(a; a ES) will be denoted by (B (a; a ES) if S is an independent
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system.
Clearly, if S is an independent system, then every subset of S is also an
independent system.

Next we shall show some properties of the independent

systems. (Theorem 1.1 and 1.2 can be proved without (L, a);)
THEOREM 1.1.
PROOF.

If every finite subset of S is an independmt sysiem, then so is S.

Let 51 , S2 be two disjoint subsets of S.

If F, is a finite subset of

Si (i = 1, 2), then we have \/ (a ; a E Fi) J.. \ (a ; a E F2) by our assumption.
fore, applying (1, E), we get

V (a ; a E S1) J.. V (a ; a E S2),

There•

which means that S is

an independent system.
THEOREM 1.2.

a E I) J.. , then
PROOF.

If S,,, is an independent system for every

V (S,,, ; a E I)

a EI

and

(ffi (a; a ES,.) ;

is also an independent system.

We first prove the theorem in the.case f={l, 2}.

two disjoint subsets of S1 V S2.

Setting a;j

= V (a; a E T;nSJ (i, j

Let Ti, T2 be
= I, 2), then

by the assumption and (1, 'Y) we have a1jl..a2j (j= I, 2) and a11Va21J..a12Va22•
It follows from (l, o) that auJ_a21, auVa21J_a22 imply a11J_a21Va22 and that a12

J.. a22, a12 V a22 J..

/l:11

V

/l:21

imply

/l:12

_J_ au V ll21 V a22-

Hence, by ( 1, o) again, we

have a11Va12J..a21Va2 2, i.e., \;(a;aET1)J.. \;(a;aETz).
Next we treat the general case.

aEI).

Let F, be arbitrary finite subset of \j(S,,,;

Then there exists a finite subset {a;} of I such that FCViS.x;•

first paragraph of this proof
Theorem I.I,

V,,,5,,,

By the

ViS,,, is an independent system, then so is F.

By

is an independent system, completing the proof.

In a continuous geometry (the case (I) in the introduction) we define a J.. b
if anb=O.

Then (1, a)-(1, 'Y) are evidently true, and (1, o) and (1, c) are

true since the lattice is modular (see [_ 13, I], The::>rem 1.2) and upper-continuous.

In this case the concept of the independent system coincides with that of the
independent system in von Neumann's sense [13, I, p. 9].

In a complete lattice formed by all projections in an A W*-algebra (the case
(II) in the introduction) we define a __Lb if a and b are orthogonal.

Then

(1, a)-(1, 'Y) are evidently true and (1, o), (I, c) are true since ever)'." element
has a unique orthocomplement.

And then the concept of the independent system

coincides with that of the orthogonal family.
Moreover, in both cases, the following condition is satisfied:

(1, !,") if a_<b, then there exists c EL such that a J.. c, a V c = b, i.e. affic = b.
From now on, if nothing in particular is said, L is always a complete lattice
having a binary relation "J.." with the six properties (I, a)-(1, !,").
We know that the center of a lattice with 0, 1 is a Boolean sublattice (see
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Now we shall prove that the center Z of L

Birkhoff [I, pp. 27-29]).

IS

a corn

By (1, ry), (I, f]) it follows from aJ_b that anb1-.anb.

Thus

plete sublattice of L.
We shall write (a, b)kf if (c Va) n b = c V (an b) for every c <b.
a _Lb implies an b = 0 and (a, b)M.

LEMMA I .I.
PROOF.

anb=0 by (1, a).

Next let c<b.

t).

write (cUa)nb=c(!i)d by (I,

(1, o).

But dsc Va, therefore d

Since (cVa)nb>cV(anb)=c, we may
Since cVd<;.b1-.a we have d1-.cVa by

=0

which shows (a, b)M.

Next we shall prove the following result, which is known both in the continuous geometries (von Neumann [13, I], Theorem 5.3) and in the operator rings
(Maeda [9J, Theorem !).
LEMMA 1.2.
PROOF.

z EL is zn Z if and only

n

z has a unique complement. •

To prove the converse, assume that

It suffices to show that the correspondence x ~

z has a unique complement z'.

[z V x, z'

if

The "only if" part is trivial.

x] is an isomorphism between L and the product of the sublattices

L(0, z)={xEL;x<z} and L(0,z').
to [a, b] for every a<z, b<z'.
sarily z 1-. z' holds by (1,

s).

We shall first prove that aVb corresponds

Since the complement of z is unique, necesHence we have b _I_ z, therefore by Lemma I. 1

(aVb)nz=a. Similarly (aVb)nz'=b.
Next we shall prove the correspondence is one-to-one, that is, x

(z'nx).

Put x=(znx)(±)a.

we put (zVa)(±)b=I.

=zn

Then zna=znxna=0.

= (z n x) V

To prove that a~z',

Then (aVb)n(zVa)=a by Lemma I.I, so zn(aVb)

(z U a) n (a Vb)= z n a= 0.

a Vb= z', therefore a~z'.

Thus a Vb is a complement of z, so that

Hence x

= (znx) VaS(z n

x) V (z' n x) <x.

the correspondence is clearly order-preserving, it is an isomorphism.

Since

This com-

pletes the proof.
THEOREM 1.3.
PROOF.
I -z E Z.

Z is a complete sublattice of L.

As z E Z has a unique complement, we denote it by 1 -z; clearly

Let zs

ta,

zs E Z and let a' be a complement of a.

implies a'Sl-zs for every

o,

we put a1 (±)b=,1\0 (l-z 0).

Since a' nzs

=0

But z 0 ,n/\8 (1-zs)=0

implies zs, 1-. .1\s (I - z 0 ), and hence by (I, c) we have a 1-. /\s (I - z 0).

(i, o) we have b 1-. a Va'= I, so b = 0.

By

Thus a'= /\ 6 (1 - zs) which shows that

a' is uniquely determined, therefore a E Z by Lemma 1.2.

If zs

i a,

zs E Z, then {I - z 0}- is an ascending set.

Zand the complement I-z is equal to /\sz 0•
the theorem is proved.

Then z = \/ 0 (1 - z 0)

Hence a=,1\szs=l-zEZ.

IS

m

Thus
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For later use we prove the following lemma :
LEMMA 1.3.
PROOF.

Let as

t a.

If b E Z or as E Z for all

o,

Let anb=Vs(asnb)ffic and b(:f)b'=I.

aanb' since bj__b', and then cj__(a 6 nb)<±)(a6 nb') =a6 •

then as nb

t anb.

We have cffi(asnb)J_
By (I, c) we have cJ_a,

= 0.

SO C

REMARK I. I.

(i) L is relatively complemented.

Proof: let a <x <b and x ffi Y"'."b.

(aVy)Vx=b holds obviously, and a<xJ__y imply (aVy)nx=a by Lemma I.I.
Therefore aVy is a relative complement of x in the closed interval [a, b].
(ii)
of L.

If S is an independent system,

Proof: put a (M)

=

{V (a ; a E M) ; MC S} form a Boolean sublattice

V (a ; a EM).

For arbitrary Mr, M2 CS, a (Mr) Va (M2)

= a(Mr V M2 ) holds obviously. We have a(M1-M2)j__a(M2), whence a(M1)n a(M2)
= {a(MrnM2)Va(M1 -M2)} na(M2 ) = a(M1nM2) by Lemma 1.1. Therefore the
set {V(a;aEM); MCS} is a sublattice of Land is lattice-isomorphic to {M;

M(S}, which is a Boolean lattice.

In a lattice with 0,1 (not necessarily complete) we assume

REMARK 1.2.

that there is a binary relation

(I, c).

"J__"

having the properties (I, a)-(1, t) except

Then we define an independent system for a finite subset of the lattice

by the same way as before.

In this case Lemma I.I, 1.2 and Remark I.I are

also valid.
For example, in an orthocomplemented lattice we define aJ__ b by a< b.1. where

b.1. 1s the orthocomplement of b.
hold.

Then it is easy to show that (I, a)-(1, o)

(I, t) holds if and only if (a, a.1.)M for all a.

Proof: the "only if" part is

true by Lemma I.I.

Conversely if(a, a.1.)Mand a<b, then b.1.<a\ so (b.1.Va)na-'-

=b-'-V(ana-'-) =b.1..

Hence setting c=bna-'- we have a<±)c=b.

§ 2.

Relation

"~"

Let L be a complete lattice having a

(I, a)- (I, s), and Z be the center of L.

in L

relation

"J__"

with the properties

By Theorem 1.3, Z is a complete

sublattice of L.
LEMMA 2.1.

Let a== b be an equivalence relation in L (i. e., it is reflexive, symmetric

and transitive) and have the following property: if O=f= a1 <a== b, thm there exists b1 =f= O
such that a1==b1<b.

Then the set Z'={zEZ; a==b<z implies a<z} is a Boolean

lattice with 0, I of L, and is a complete sublattice of L.

PROOF.

It is obvious that IE Z' and that if zr:r, E Z' for all

To complete the proof, it suffices to show that if z E Z' then

a then ;\"'zQ) E Z'.
I - z E Z',

Let
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a== b < 1-z.
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If zna=\= 0 then there exists b1 =\= 0 such that zna == b1.<b < 1 -z.
Hence b1 = 0, a contradiction.

But z E Z' implies b1 <z.

zna = 0, whence a< 1-z.

So we must have

Therefore 1-z E Z', and the lemma is proved.

Now we shall postulate a relation which induces a dimensionality in L.
We assume that in L there is a binary ralation

"~"

which has the follow-

ing six properties (2, a) -(2, I;).

(2, a)

a~ b is an equivalence relation;

(2, (3)

a ~0 implies a= 0 ;

(2, 'Y)

if a~b1(J!)b2, then there exists a decomposition

a=a1(J!)a2

with a,~b;

(i ~ 1, 2);
(2, o)
,_, (Jj (b,. ;

if (a,,,;

a E /) J_, (ba-; a EI) _J_ and a"'~ b"' for all a E /, then

(Jj (a"';

a E /)

a EI).

Before describing the property (2, E), we shall define the relative center
Let Z 0 be the set of zE Z such that

with respect to the given relation "-".

a~ b < z implies a< z.

Then using the first three properties (2, a)- (2, 'Y), it

follows from Lemma 2.1 that Z0 is a Boolean lattice with 0,1 of L and that it
is a complete sublattice of L.
the given relation

"~"

Z 0 will be called the relative center with respect to

Since Z 0 is complete, for any a EL there is the smal-

lest element z E Z 0 such that a< z.

We shall denote it by c (a).

(2, c)

If e(a)ne(b)=\=0, then there exist a1, b1 such that 0=\=a1 <a, 0=\=b1 <b,

(2, I;)

if a1 (Jj a2

= b1 (Jj b2,

af

~ a2,

b1

~ b2,

then a1 - b1.

Using these postulates (2, a)-(2, I;), we shall develope . the theory of dimensionality in L along the similar lines as in the continuous geometries and in
the operator rings.
Let L be a continuous geometry.

In § 1 we defined aJ_ b if

0 and showed that (1, a)'----(1, I;) are valid.

We assume that in L there

EXAMPLE 1.

anb

=

1s a relation a~ b which has the following properties :

( 1)

a ~ b is an equivalence relation ;

(2)

if a and b are perspective, then a~ b ;

(4)

~ b,. for every a E /, then (Jj a,. ~ (Jj b"' ;
if a ~ (Jj b"'' then there exists a decomposition a = (Jj a,.

(5)

a~ 0 implies a= 0.

(3)

if a,.

with a,.

~ b"' ;

If we add the finiteness, this relation coincides with I wamura' s p-relation
(see (I) in the introduction), and it follows from [7], Lemma 4.1, 4.2 that Z 0
coincides with the relative center in his sense.
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"==" which is defined

This relation a - b includes also Halperin's relation
as follows : a== b if there exist decompositions a=

a E J, b,.

such that, for every

EB (aa ; a EI), b = EB (ba ; a E J)

is perspective to T,.a,. for some Ta E G, where G is

a group of lattice-automorphisms of L.

For, if we define a~ b by a== b, then

(2), (5) are clearly hold, and by [5], Theorem 4.1, 4.2 and [10], Lemma 1.9
(I), (3), (4) hold also.

And it is easy to show that

Z 0 ={zEZ; Tz=z for all TEG}.
Now we shall show that this relation a~ b has all the properties (2, a)

-(2, s),

(2, a)-(2, o) clearly hold.

We shall show that (2, c)

holds. ~or

arbitrary aEL, let M(a)={xEL;a1<a, b1;$;.x, a1~b1 imply a1=b1=0} and

a*=

V {x;

x E M(a)}.

Then by the same method

as

in the proof of [5],

Lemma 4. 1 we can show that a* E M(a), and the details are omitted.

a" be complements of a*.

= 0 =c

2

Put a"=(a'na")EBc1, c2 =(a'Va")na*.

na', c2 Va'=(a'Va")n(a*Va')=a'Va"=c 1 Va'.

hence we have c1 E ]}f(a), so c1 <a*.

But er <a", so

C1

= 0.

Therefore a'= a".
Since a* na = 0,

we have a<l-a*.

IfbEM(a), then b<a* and hence e(a)ne(b)=0.

that (2, c)

We shall examine (2, s) later (in § 3).

are valid.

In §1 we defined al__b if ab=0 and showed that (I, a)-(1, s)

We define a~ b if there is x EA such that xx*= a, x* x

in the introduction).
(2, o)

projections in the center of A.

=x*x, so Z 0 =Z.

=b

(see (II)

This relation a~ b satisfies (2, a)- (2, 'Y) clearly and

by Kaplansky [8], Theorem 5.5.

if a Ab=\= 0.

This shows

Let L be a complete lattice formed by all projections m an

EXAMPLE 2.

AW*-algebra A.

Then c1na'

By (2) c 1 ~c2 <a* E M(a),

By Lemma 1.2 we have a* E Z. It is easily seen that a* E Z0 •

holds.

Let a',

The center Z of L is the set of all

Hence if z E Z and xx* z =xx*, then x* xz

Next it is easy to show that e(a)ne(b)=\=0 if and only

Hence (2, c) 1s satisfied by [8], Lemma 3.3.

We shall examine

(2, s) later.
We note that in both examples the relations a~b have moreover the following properties :

if a~ EB ba,

then there exists a decomj;osition a

=

EB a"'

with a"'~ ba,

({a} is infinite) ; if a and b are perspective then a~ b (equivalently if a Vb

= a EB c,

.b = (anb)(£Jd then c~d).
In the remainder of this section and in § 3 we assume that the relation

a~ b has the first five properties (2, a)- (2, c), and now deduce the reduction
theorem.
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LEMMA 2.2.

(i)

a-b implies e(a)

e(V,.a,.)

(iii)

If z E Zo, tlten e (z na)

(ii).

(i).

= z r\e (a).

This is obvious by the definition of e(a).

We have e(a,.)5:.e(V,.a,.), so V,,,e(a,.)5:.e(V,.a,.).

v. a.. ~V.. e(a,.) E Zo,
(iii).

= e(b).

= V,.e(a,.).

(ii)

PROOF.
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On the other hand

so e(V,.a,.)5:.V,.e(a,.).

Using (ii), e(zna)Ve((I-z)na) =e(a) =zne(a)(±)(I-z)ne(a).

Clearly e(zna)Szr\e(a), e((I - z)na)~(I -z)ne(a), therefore e(zna)

= zne(a).

As in the continuous geometries, we shall write a<b if there exists b1 such
that a-b 1 <b, and write a<_b if for any zEZo eithe~ zna<znb or zr\a=

znb=0.
Clearly a<_b implies either a<b or a=b=0, and a<b implies e(a)Se(b)
from Lemma 2.2 (i).
LEMMA 2.3.

(i)

Moreover, we obtain:

If zEZo and a-b, then zna-znb.

From this a<b implies

zr\a-;S.,zr\b, a<_b implies zna<_znb.
(ii)

a-b, b<c, c-d imply a<d; a<b, b<c imply a<c; a-s.,b, b<_ c,

c-s.,d imply a<_d.
(iii)

a~b, a-;S., b imply a- b.

(iv)

ifa(±)b=c and e(b)=e(c), then a<_c.

PROOF.

(i).

By (2, ry) a= z r\a(±) (I -z) r\a implies that there exist b1 , b2

such that b=b1(±)b2, b1-zr\a, b2-(l-z)na.

b2S(l-z)nb.
(ii).

As zEZ0 we have b1<znb,

But znb(±)(l-z)nb=b, so b1 =znb, hence zna-znb.

The first and second statements are obvious by (2, ry), (2, (3), and

hence, using (i), the third one is easily proved.
(iii).

Using (2, ry), (2, o), the statement (iii) can be proved by .the same

method as in the proof of Murray and von Neumann [12], Lemma 6.1.3.
(iv).

Let zEZ0 •

we have zne(c)

In case zr\b=f=.0, we have zna<znc.

= zne(b) = e (znb) = 0,

DEFINITION 2.1.

V (z,.;

whence zr\a = zr\c = 0.

a EL is called infinite if a< a holds, and otherwise finite.

By Lemma 2,3 (ii) and (2,
LEMMA 2.4.

In case zr\b=0,

o), if a is finite and a~ b, then b is finite.

Let z,.EZo(aEI).

If z,.na is finite for every aEI, then so is

aEI)na.

PROOF.

= V,.z,.na, ao-b<ao. By Lemma 2.3 (i) we have
= z,.na is finite, this gives z,,.na0 = z,.nb.
ao = V,.z,.r\ao = V,. (z,.nao) = V,. (z,.nb) = b, whence a0 is

Let ao

-z,.nbsz,.nao.
by Lemma 1.3

As z,.nao

DEFINITION 2.2.

z.. na0
Thus
finite.

a E L is called properly infinite if a =f=. 0 and a<_ a holds, that
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is, for any z E Z0 , z n a is infinite or zero.
For any a EL there exist e1 (a), ei (a) E Z0 which have the following

THEOREM 2. l.
properties :

(I)

el(a)$ei(a) =e(a);

(2)

el (a.) n a is finite ;

(3)

if ei(a) =fC O then ei (a) na is properly infinite.

Then el (a), ei (a) are uniquely determined.

Let el(a)=V(zEZ0

PROOF.

;

z~e(a), zna 1s finite), ei(a)=e(a)-el(a).
If ei (a) =fC 0, then e (ei (a) na)

By Lemma 2.4 it is clear that el (a) na is finite.

=ei(a) implies ei(a)na=f=0.
znei(a) <el(a), so zne'(a)

Assume that zne,(a)na is finite for zEZ0 •

= 0.

Hence e'(a)na is properly infinite.

Then

Next let

e/, e1' E Z 0 have also the properties (l), (2) and (3). Since e/ ne'na is finite
by (2), we have e/ ne'na = 0 by (3), whence cl nc' = c(e/ neina) = 0. Hence
Similarly el s_e/, so e1

e/ <e1 .

= e/

and ei

= e1 i.

The similar result of this theorem is known both m the• continuous geometries (Maeda [10], Lemma 1.13) and in the operator rings (Dixmier [3], Lemma
1.2).
As in the continuous geometies (von Neumann [13, III], Definition 3.1) we
define:
DEFINITION 2.3.

a EL is called minimal if a =fC O and x ~ a implies x

= 0.

By Lemma 2.3 (ii) it is clear that if a is minimal and a~ b =fC 0, then b is
also minimal.
LEMMA 2.5.
a1

= a2 =

Let a be minimal and a1. (±)a2 <a, a1

at~ a 1 (±)a2

<:on verse.

<a by Lemma 2.3 (iv).

~ a2.

Hence

If b ~ a, then there exists b 1 such that b

we have e (b 1)
e(b 1 )nb 1 •

a is minimal if and only if a1 (±)a2 <a, a1

~ a2

imply

0.

PROOF.
implies

Let 0 =fC a EL.

n

e (c)

=

0 by our assumption

a1

e (ai.) = e (a2) = e (a1 (±) aJ

= 0.

~ b1 <a.

and (2, E).

We shall prove the
Setting a= b1 (±)c,
Hence e (b 1) na =

But we have b1 ~a, therefore b1 =e(b 1)nb 1 =0, so b=0.

This comp-

letes the proof.
This lemma shows that the concept of "minimal" is equivalent to that of
"irreducible" m Dixmier [2], [3].

Furthermore it is easily seen that this is

equivalent to the concept of "non-zero abelian" in Kaplansky [8].
LEMMA 2.6.
(ii)

(i)

Every minimal element is finite.

If a,. is minimal for every

is also minimal.

a E J and (e (a,.) ; a EI) _l_, then a= (±) (a,. ; a E J)
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Let a be minimal.

PROOF. (i).

~a, whence e' (a) na = 0.
(ii).

Let b

< a.

gives e(a,,,)nb=0
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By Theorem 2.1 we have ei(a)na<ei(a)na

Therefore a= ef(a) na is finite.

By Lemma 2.3 (i) we have e (a,,,) nb
since ,a,,, is minimal.

< e (a,,,) na = a,,,.

This

Therefore b=e(a)nb=(jj,,,(e(a,,,)nb)

=0.
DEFINITION 2.4.

=

such that e(a)

b such that e (b)

L is said to be of type I if it has a minimal element a

1 ; type II if it has no minimal elements and has a finite element

=

1 ; type III if all non-zero elements are infinite.

b~ of type I(I) (resp. IJ(l)) if

L is said to

is of type I (resp. II) and finite (i. e. 1 is finite) ;

ft

type le~J (resp. Ile~J) if it is of type I (resp. II) and properly infinite.

Then the reduction theorem is obtained as follows :
THEOREM 2.2. (Reduction theorem).

There exists a unique decomposition

I

= zr8?Jzn

(jjzm, where zr, zr1, zm E Zo, such that the sublattice L(0, zr) (resp. L(0, zu), L(0, zm))
is of ty_pe I (resp. ty_pe II, type III).

PROOF.

Let zr

= V (e (a)

;

is minimal).

fl

lattice, we may write zr = 8?) (z,,,;
We see that

Since Zo is a complete Boolean

a E /) ·where z,,, = e (a,,,) and a,,, is minimal.

ao = 8?) (a,,,; a E J) is minimal by Lemma

Next let z* =

V (e(b);

b is finite).

z* = e (b0), where b0 is finite.

zn = z* - zr, zm = 1 - z*.

e (ao)

= zr.

As above, using Lemma 2.4, we have

By Lemma 2.6 (i) we have z* L zr, so we put

Then evidently L (0, zr) (resp. L (0, zn), L (0, zm)) is of

type I (resp. type II, type III).
From Theorem 2.1

2.6 (ii), and that

The uniqueness of the decomposition is trivial.

we have ef(I)(jje•(I) = 1 and clearly zmnef(I) =0.

Hence we have a decomposition 1 = zf1l (jjzf=J 8?;zW (jjzfil (jjzm, where zf1l =

zrne1 (1), zf=J =zrne•(l), zW =zune1 (l), zf;'l =zur\e'(l).

Thus L is uniquely

expressible as a product of five lattices, respectively of type Ie1J, I<~J, ll(l>• II<~> and III.

LEMMA 2. 7.

If 0 =\= a:£: zu, then for any natural number n there exists a decomposition

a = 8?) (a; ; 1 < i ~n) such that a,~ a 1 for all i.
PROOF.

Consider the set (S of independent systems [bi, .. •, bn] such that

0=\=b,~a, b,~b1,

There exists a maximal subset

{[bf"'>, ... ,b~"'>J;

such that (8?;(bl"'>; l~i<n); aEJ)j__, by Zorn's lemma.

aEJ)<a, we put a=b(jjc.

Then since

Zn

aEJ} of®·

If b=8?;(bl"'>; l~i<n.

includes no minimal element,

applying Lemma 2.5 repeatedly, we get an independent system

[ C1, "•, Cn]

such

that 0=\=c,~c, c,~c1, which is a contradiction.

Setting a,

= 8:)

Hence b =a.

(M"'>; aEJ), we have (jj(a,; l~i~n) =a and a,~a1 by (2, o).
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§ 3.

"~"

Relation

in L, continued

In this·§ we shall prove the comparability theorem and the decomposition
theorem which are known in the continuous geometries (von Neumann [13,
III], Theorem 2.1, 2. 7, Maeda [ 11, Ch. 4], Thor em I. I, 1.2), and in the operator
rings (Maeda [9], Theorem III, Dixmier [2], Theorem 6).
THEOREM 3.1. (Comparability theorem).

Let a and b be arbitrary elements in L.

exist decompositions a= a' (Ba", b = b' (B b" such that a'~ b', e (a") ne (b")

e (a') = e(b')

There

=0;

then

= e (a) ne (b).

PROOF.

Consider pairs of independent system; {aa,}, {ba,} such that a"'<a,

ba,<b, aa,~b"' for all a.

Among these there exists a maximal pair {a"'; aEI},

{b"'; a EI} by Zorn's lemma, and we put a' = (B (a"'; a EI), b' = (B (b,.; a EI),
a=a'(Ba", b=b'(Bb".

Then a'~b' by (2, o).

(2, c) the pair can be enlarged, a contradiction.

If e(a")ne(b")=\=O, then by
So e (a") ne (b")

= 0.

Clearly

e(a') =e(b'), whence e(a)ne(b) =e(a')V(e(a")ne(b")) =e(a').
THEOREM 3.2. (Decomposition theorem).

Let a and b be arbitrary elements in L.

There

exist z1, z2, z 3 EZo such that z1(Bz2(Bz 3 = I and z1na ► z1nb, z2na4{.z2nb, zsna~

zsnb.

More simply, there exists zEZo such that zna?:::,znb, (I -z)na;:S;;(I -z)nb.

PROOF.

From Theorem 3.1 we get decompositions a=a'(Ba", b=b'(Bb",

such that a'~b', e(a")ne(b")=O.
We have z 3 na"

Put z1=e(a"), z2=e(b"), za=l-(z1(Bz2).

= z 3 nz 1na" = 0,

whence zana

z 3 nb'.

Hence a'~b' implies zana~zanb.

z 1nb'.

Hence for any z E Z 0 , zna"

=0 implies znz 1 =e(zna")=O.

z 2 nb.

=\= 0

= zsna'.

Similarly' zanb

=

Next z1na=z1na (Ba", z1nb=
1

implies znz1na>znz1nb, and zna"

Therefore z1na ► z1nb.

Similarly z2na4{.

This completes the proof.

The following lemmas are consequences of these theorems and are useful
m the following sections.
LEMMA 3.1.
PROOF.

Let a1(Ba2~b1(Bb2.

If a1(Ba 2 is finite and 01 ~bi, then a2~b2.

By (2, 'Y) we may suppose that a 1 (Ba 2 = b1 (Bb 2 = a.

From Theorem

3.2 there is zEZ0 such that zna2 ?:::,znb 2 , (l-z)na2S:(l-t)nb2.

If zna2>

znb 2, then since zna 1~znb 1 we have zna>zna, contradicting that a 1s
finite. Hence zna2~znb2. Similarly (I-z)na2~(l-z)nb2, so a2~b2.
LEMMA 3.2.
PROOF.

Let b be finite. If aa

ta

and aa ;:S;; b for all

o,

Now the lemma is trivial if D = {o} is finite.

then a ;:S;; b.

Let D be infinite,

and assume that the lemma is true for every directed set D' such that
(fJ denotes the cardinal of D).

D' < D

Since D is infinite, there exists a well ordered
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ascending set of directed subsets {DP; p<a} of D such that Dr< tJ and V(DP;

p < a)

= D.

Setting ap

= V (as ; oE Dp),

we have ap;::;;: b by our ass um pt ion, and

Then by the same method as in the proof of Kaplansky [87 Lemma 6.4,

apt a.

we can prove that

a,~

b, so that the lemma is true for D.

The details are

,omitted.
Kaplansky [8, pp. 246-247] showed that the projections m

REMARK.

a

finite AW* -algebra form a continuous geometry and the relation a~ b coincides
with the perspectivity (cf. Example 2 m § 2).
Analogously we obtain the following results.
Let the relation a~ b in L has the properties (2, a)~ (2, c) and has the following

(i)

property: if a and ·b are perspective,· tlzen a~ b.

For, let a_<c and x=(aVb)nc, y=aV(bnc).

complemented modular lattice.
x and

If L is finite, then L is an upper-continuous

y are perspective, so x ~ y.

which shows that J, is modular.

Then

Since x > y and x is finite, we have x

= y,

Next using Lemma 3.1, 3.2 we can prove

that L is upper-continuous by the same method as in the proof of [81,

Theorem

6.5, and the details are omitted.
(ii)

If moreover Zo

perspectivity is transitii;e.

=

Z, then a~ b if and only

if

a and b are perspective.

Tlzus tlze

For, by the decomposition theorem in the continuous geo-

metries (see von Neumann [13, III], Theorem 2.7, Maeda [l I, Ch. 4], Theorem

1.2), for any a, bEL we have zEZ=Zo such that zna?::;,*znb, (I-z)na;::;;:*

(l-z)nb, where

"~*''

is the perspectivity.

zna>znb~zna, a contradiction.

Let a~b.

Hence zna~*znb.

If zna>*znb then

Similarly (I-z)na~*

(1 - z)nb, so a~*b.
If a is properly infinite, then for any natural number n, there exists a

LEMMA 3.3.
decomposition a

PROOF.

= (±) (a, ; I < i < n)

such that ai

~ a for

all i.

Since a is infinite, using Theorem 3.1, we can get ;:; E Z 0 such that

-0=\=zna~(±)(b,.; aEI) where ba,~b~ for all a, (3El and I is infinite.

This

can be proved by the same way as m the proof of [3], Lemma 1.3, and the
details are omitted.

~ci.

Thus we have c 1,

•··,

c" such that zna~(±)(ci; lS::i<n)

By (2, 'Y) we have zna= (±)(di; 1 <i<n)~d;.

zo

=

(z E Zo; z

n a = (±)

(d,; 1

Then it is easy to show that there exist a 1 ,

1:c;i<n)~a;.

Let

< i ~ n) ~ d;).
••• ,

a,. such that zor\a =(±)(a;;

If (l-z0 )na=\=O, then (l-z 0 )na is infinite and then, as above,

there exists zEZ0 such that 0=\=(1-zo)nzna=(±)(di; IS-i~n)~d;, a
tradiction.

Therefore (l-z 0 )na=O, so a=z 0 r\a=(:±)(a;; I~i<n)~a;.

con-
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We remark that if the relation a~b has the property that a~ (±)b., implies.

a=(±) a., with a,.~ b.,, then for any properly infinite element a there exists a
decomposition a = (±) (a; ; 1 < i < ·oo) such that a;~ a.
Now let the relation a~ b satisfies the first five conditions (2, a) -(2, E),
and we shall examine the sixth condition (2, I;).

First we shall show that (2, I;)

holds in the finite case.

LEMMA 3.4.
PROOF.

If a is finite and a= a1 (±) a2

= b1 (±) b2,

zEZ0 such that zna 1?:::,znbb

Applying Theorem 3.2, we get

(l-z)na1:::S:(l-z)nb 1.
a contradiction.

a1 ~ a2, b1 ~ b2, then a1 ~ bi.

If zna1>znb1, then zna2>znb2, whence zna>zna,

Hence z na1

~ z nb1,

Similarly (I - z) na1 ~ (I - z) nb1, so a1 ~b1.

In general we obtain :

LEMMA. 3.5.

(2, I;) is equivalent to the following condition:

a 1 J_ a2, a1 ~ a2, then a 1(±) a2 is also finite.

if

a1, a 2 are finite and

Furthermore this condition implies that

if a,

b-

are finite and a J_ b, then a(±) b is also finite.

PROOF.

Let a = a1 (±) a2, a 1 ~ a2 and a 1 be finite.

Lemma 3.3 there are b1, b2 such that ei (a) na

= b1 (±) b2 ~

By Theorem 2.1 and

b1 ~ b2.

If (2, I;) holds,

then et(a)na1(±)e'(a)na2=b1(±)b2 implies e'(a)na1~b1~ei(a)na.

Since ei(a)na 1

is finite, ei (a) na is also finite, so ei (a) na = 0.
the converse, let a=a1 (±)a2

=

Therefore a is finite.

b1 (±)b2, a1 ~ a2, b1 ~ b2.

3.4, it is sufficient to prove the relation

a1

~b

1

To prove·

By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma
If

when a is properly infinite.

zna 1 is non-zero, finite for some zEZo, then by the assumption zna 1(±)zna2 =
z na is again non-zero, finite, that is a contradiction.
infinite, whence there are a', a" such that a 1

a= a1 (±) a2 ~a'(±) a"= a1.

Next let aJ_ b and a, b be finite.

such that z' n (a(±)b)

= a' (±)a"~ a'~ a".

= b1 (±)b2 ~

b1 ~ b2.

From Theorem 3.2 we get z E Z 0 such
Put z'=e'(a(±)b)nz.

There are b1 , b2

Then there are a 1, a2 such that z' na

Since z'na?:;z'nb, we have z'n(a(±)b)::$a1(±)a2.

a1(±)a2 is finite since a1, a2 are finite, hence so is z'n(a(±)b).

z'n(a(±)b)=O, so z'=O.
then a(±)b is finite.

Hence we have

Similarly a~ bi, so a1 ~ b1.

that zna?:;znb, (l-z)na:::S:(1-z)nb.

a1~a2, a1<b1, a2~b2,

So a 1 is also properly

Similarly ei(a(±)b)n(l-z)=O.

~

But

Thus we have

Thei;efore ei(a(±)b)=O,

This completes the proof.

Assume moreover that the relation a~ b has the property : if a and b are
perspective, then a~ b.

Then it is easily seen that if a and b are finite, then

so is aVb.
We shall examine that both in Examples 1 and 2 (see § 2)
Let a1(±)a2=b1(±)b2.

(2, I;) holds.

We shall show that there is zEZ0 such that zna 1 ;$znbi,.
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(l-z)na2$(1-z)nb2,

In

This is obvious in Example 2 from [8], Lemma 6.1.

Example 1, it follows from [5], Theorem 3.1 that there are decompositions ai
a;'4'
'0.:J a;11 ,

b; -- b'; '0.:J
4-' b;11

(i' --

1, 2) sue
. h t h at a1'

~ b'

1,

a111 ~ b'2,

a2'

~ b"1 ,

a211

~ b"

2 .

=
By

Theorem 3.2 there is zEZ0 such that znai'$zna~, (I-z)f'\ai':;;;:(I-z)na~.

W = znb 1.

z n a1 = z n ai (±) z n ai' $ z n bi(±) z n

Then

Similarly (l -z)na2 $

(I -z)nb2,
Assume a1 (±)a2 = b1 (±)b2, a1 ~ a2, b1 ~ b2.

From the above result we get

zEZo such that zna1$znb 1 , (l-z)na2 $(1-z)nb 2 and we get z'EZ0 such that
z'na1:;;;:z 1 nb1, (l-z')na2~(1-z 1 )nb2

Then we have (l-z)na 1$(1-z)nbi,

(l-z')na1~(1-z )nb1 by the assumption.

Hence a1$b1 and a 1:;;;:b 1, whence

1

a1

~ b1

by Lemma 2.3 (iii).

§ 4.

Preliminary theorems

In the remainder of this paper we assume that the relation a~ b has the
SIX

properties (2, a)-(2, r).
As in the continuous geometries (von Neumann [13, I], Chap. VI) it is con-

venient to give the following notations.
DEFINITION 4.1.

Let [a] denote the class of all elements x such that x

and [L] denote the set of all [al, aE L.

We write [a]

< [b]

~ a,

if a<b, [al~ [b]

if a 4{_ b.
If there exist a1 Ela], b1 E [b] such that aiJ_bi, we define [a]+ [b]

Clearly, if [a]< [b], there is [c] such that [a]+ [c]

= fa1EBb1].

= [b].

If ([a]+ [b ]) + [cl exists, it is easily shown that ([a]+ [b]) + [cJ= [a] + ([b] + [c J).

Define O[a]= [OJ.

For any natural number n, if (n- 1) [a] has been defined and

(n- 1) [a]+ [al exists, then we put n[a] =(n- 1) [a]+ [a].
Lemma 3.3 shows that. if a is properly infinite, [a] =n [al for evety n.
REMARK.

We shall show the following properties of [L].

"<".

Proof: it is clear from Lemma 2.3

(ii), (iii) that [L] is a partially ordered set.

For arbitrary a, b EL, from Theorem

(i)

[L] is a lattice with the order

3.2 there is zE Z 0 with zna$znb, (1-z)na~ (1-z)nb.
Then clealy c$a, b and if x$a, b, then x$c.

Put c=znaEB(l -z)nb.
Therefore [c] = [a] n [b].

Similarly [znb(±) (1-z)na] = [a] V [bl
(ii)

[L] is totally ordered if and only if Zo

LEMMA 4.1.
PROOF.

If n[a]

< [b]

= {O, l}.

for every natural number n and b is finite, then a= 0.

Suppose that there exists an independent system {a;; I <i<n} such

s.
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Since n[a];:;;;.(n+l)[a]~[b],

Put b=EB(a;; I~i~n)EBd.

there are c1En[a] and c2E(n+l)[a] with c1Sc 2Sb.

=b.

Put c1EBd1 =c 2, c2EBd2

Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that a~d 1 Sd1EBd 2 ~d.

Hence there

We see (a;; l<iS:..n+l)..l, a;~b, a;E[a].

is an+l such that a~a,.+ 1 <d.

Thus if a1 is any element in [a], we have an infinite sequence {a;} such that

(a; ; I < i <

00 )

If a=\= 0, EB (a; ; IS i < co) is._ infinite.

_L, a;< b, a; E [a].

There-

fore by the finiteness of b we have a= 0.
THEOREM 4.1.

Let c be finite.

For arbitrary a EL and n = 0, I, 2, . . . there exists

a unique element q,. (c, a) E Zo which has the following property:

(I)

for any zE Zo, z<q,.(c, a)

if

and on/,y

if

n[znc] exists and n[znc]~[zna].

Then setting rn (c, a)= q,. (c, a) - qn+I (c, a), the following relations hold.
(2)

[r,.(c, a)na] =n[r,.(c, a)nc] + [p] with [p]~[rn(c, a)nc].

(3)

I= q0 (c, a)= EB(r,.(c, a); 0 <n < co) EB/\ (q,. (c, a); o;::;;,n < co),
/\(q,. (c, a); 0 Sn< co)= ei (a) V (I - e(c)).
Let q,.(c, a)=V(zEZo; n[znc]<[zna]).

PROOF.

=(±)(z"'EZ0

;

aEJ) with n[z,.nc]<[za,na].

Therefore (I) holds.

Hence n[q,.(c, a)ncJ.=s;:[q,.(c, a)na].

The uniqueness of q,. (c, a) is obvious.

Next we shall prove (2).

Since r,.S:..q,. it follows from (I) that [r,.na] =

n[r,.nc] + [p] for some p<rn-

From Theorem 3.2, there is zE Z 0 such that

[znr,.nc]<[znp], [(I-z)nr,.nc]}>[(I-z)np].

+ [znp] 2

Then we have qn(c, a)

We see [znrnna] =n[znr,.nc]

(n+ 1) [znr,.nc], whence znr,.S:..q,.+ 1 by (I).

Hence znr,.=0, so r~l -z.

Therefore [r,,nc]}>[p].
We shall prove (3).

(1-e;(a)).

I = qo = EBnrn (±) /\nqn is obvious.

Now put z

Then n[znc]<[zna] for all n and zna is finite.

we have znc

= 0, so z< l -e(c).

the other hand n[(l -e(c))nc] = lO] implies l -e(c) <,qn for every n.
is properly infinite.

So r,.ne; (a)

=0

Then r,,nei(a)na

for every n.

1

By Lemma 4.l

e(c)).

Hence /\nq,.:s;:,.ei(a)Vz<ei(a)V(l

is finite, so is r,.na by (2) and Lemma 3.5.

= \,.q,,n
On

Since r,.nc

= 0 since ei(a)na

Therefore ei (a)< /\,.q,..

This

completes the proof.
The similar result of this theorem is known in the continuous geometries
([13, III], Theorem 2.14, 2.15, 2.16),
We remark that if c~c', a~a' then q,.(c, a)=q,.(c', a') for all n.
By Theorem 2.2 there exists a minimal element h such that e (h)

= z1•

If

hi, /, 2 are minimal and e(h 1) =e(h 2 ) =z1, then by Theorem 3.1 we have h;=h/(±)lz;'

(i = I, 2) with hi~ h~, e (hi)

= e (h~) = z1.

By Lemma 2.3 (iv) hi'~ h; and so h/' = 0.
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Therefore h1

~h

This means that [h] is uniquely determined.

2•

Hereafter we

suppose that h is such a element.

(2)

= [zna].

ro(h, a)=z1n(l-e(a)).

PROOF.

+ [znp],

For any z<z1, z<rn(h, a) if and only if n[znh]

(1)

THEOREM 4.2.

Let zSrn(h, a).

[znp}~[znh].

Applying Theorem 4.1, we have [zna] =n[znh]

zSzi, [zna]

the converse, let

= 0.

Since znh is minimal, we have znp

= n[znh].

Clearly z <qn (h, a).

To prove

Setting z'

znqn+ 1 (h, a), we have (n+I)[z'nh]s[z'na]=n[z'nh], whence z'nh=0.
z'Se(h), so z'=0.

=

But

Therefore z<rn(h, a).

We shall prove (2).

[z 1 n(l-e(a))na]=[0] implies z1 n(l-e(a))<r0 •

the other hand, r0 <zr is obvious and [r0 na]=[0J implies r0 <1-e(a).

On

So the

proof is complete.
From this theorem we get the following decomposition of zf!l.
COROLLARY.

= 0,

Let

e<nJ

(±) (e(n)

= rn (h, l).

Then

1 Sn< oo)

= zf1l.

(1)

e(oJ

(2)

For any z <zi, z <ecnJ if and only if n[znhl

PROOF.

;

= [z].

By Theorem 4.1 (3) we have (±)ne(n)=I-1\nqn(h, 1)=(1-ei(l))ne(h)

= ef(l)nz 1 =z\1>.

The other statements follow from Theorem 4.2.

Furthermore we can prove the following properties.
LEMMA 4.2.

(ii)

(i)

qm(c, a)nqn(c, b)<qm+n(c, a(±)b).

(1- q,Jc, a))n (1- qJc, b))

< I-

qm+n (c, a(±)b).

Especially (I - qm+l (h, a)) n (l - qn+l (h, b)) ::;;,, I - qm+n+ I (h, a (±)b).

(iii)

qn(c, zna)ne(c) =znqn(c, a)ne(c) if n?'_ l.

PROOF.

(i).

Put z =qm(c, a)nqn(c, b).

[zna], n[znc]<[znb] and then (m

By Theorem 4.1 we have m[znc]S

+ n) [znc]<[zn(a(±)b)].

This implies z~

qm+n(c, a(±)b).
(ii).

Let m'<m, n'<n and put z=qm+nCc,a(±)b)nrm,(c,a)nrn,(c,b).

If

znc=l=-0, we have (m+n) [znc]<[zn(a(±)b)] and [zna]<m[znc], [znb]<n[znc].
Hence (m + n) [znc]<(m+n) [znc], a contradiction.
hence z=0.

n'<n.

So znc=0.

But zSe(c),

This implies l"m,(c, a)nrn,(c, b)<I-qm+nCc, a(±)b) for any m'<m,

Since (±)(r..,; m'<m)

= I -qm, we have (I - qm(c, a)) n (I -qn(c, a)) S

1- qm+n (~, a(±)b).
Next let m'::;;,,m, n'::;;,,n and put z=qm+n+ 1 (h, a(J)b)nrm,(h, a)nrn,(h, b).
Theorem 4.2 we have [zn(a(±)b)l~ (m+n+ I) [znh], [zna]

n'[znh].

> m' + n', we have znh = 0,
a)) s I - qm+n+l (Tz, a(±)b).

But since m + n + I

(I -qm+I (h, a)) n (I -qn+l (h,

By

= m'[znh], [znb] =
so z

= 0.

Therefore
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Since n[znq"(c, a)nc]<[znqn(c, a)na], we have znqn(c, a)~q,,(c, zna).

(iii).

On the other hand q,. (c, z n a)

q,.(c, zna)n-e(c):;.z.
[z'nzna]=[O].

< q,. (c,

a) is obvious.

Now it suffices to show that.

Putz' =q,.(c, zna)ne(c)n(I -z).

We see that n[z'ncl<

But n>l, so z'nc=O. Since z'~e(c), we have z'=O.
§ 5.

DEFINITION 5.1.

Dimension functions

The complete Boolean lattice Zo is isomorphic to the lattice

of all compact open subsets of a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space SJ
in which the closure of any open set is open.

The compact open subset of Q

which corresponds to z E Z 0 will be denoted by E(z).

Then {E(z); z E Zo} is a

basis of SJ.
Let Z be the set of all non-negative (finite or infinite) continuous functions
on SJ.

Z is a complete lattice by the usual order.

f + g, l;f, f g, r E Z for any f, gE Z
h Cf« ; a EI) is defined by the 1.u. b. of all

define

1

DEFINITION 5.2.

After Dixmier [4, p. 25] we

t

and O< ~ 00 •
finite sums f«,

The infinite sum

+ ·.. + f«,.·

A function d on L to Z is called a dimension function on L

if d has the following properties :
(1 °)

if a~ b,

(2°)

if aj_b, then

= d(b);
d(avb) = d(a) + d(b);

then d(a)

if z E Zo, then d (z na) = cp (z) d (a), where cp (z) is a
W) if a>O, then d(a)>O;
(5°) if a is finite, then d(a)' is finite valued a. e., where
(3°)

characteristic function of E(z) ;

a. e. means "except on a set

of the first category".

For arbitrary wEJ2 we shall write d(a, w)

= (d(a))

(w).

Now we shall show the existence of a dimension function on L which 1s
normalized in a certain sense.
THEOREM 5.1. (Theorem of existence).
that d (h)

= cp (z 1),

PROOF.

d (z\P)

= cp (zl)>),

There exists a dimension function d of L such

where h is a minimal element with e (h)

= z 1•

By the property (3c) in Definition 5.2 and the reduction theory

(Theorem 2.2) it suffices to show that the theorem 1s true in any of the following
cases : (i) L is of type I, (ii) type II, (iii) type III.
(i).

Let L be of type I.

(n = 0, I, 2, ... ).

For arbitrary a EL, we set U(n, a;= E(q,. (1z, a))

Clearly U(O, a)= SJ, U(n, a)) U(n + 1, a), so we define
d (a, w)

=

I. u. b.

{n; w E U (n, a)}.

For all n>O, {wE.Q; d(a, cv)~n}=U(n, a) and {wEQ; d(a, w)~n}=Q-U(n+I, a)
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Hence d(a) is continuous and d(a) E Z.

are closed.

U(l, h) = !2, U(2, h) = 0.

Hence d(h) = I.

It is easy to show that

Now we shall prove that d has the

properties •(l )-(5°).
0

If a~b, then q,.(h, a) =q,.(h, b) for all n, and then d(a) =d(b).
Let aJ_b,

By Lemma 4.2 (i), (ii), we have

U (m, a) n U (n, b) C U (m

(JJ - U(m

and

+ I,

+ n,

a(t)b).

a))n(.Q- U(n+ I, b)) C !2- U(m

+ n + I,

a(t)b).

Then it follows that d(a, w)2m, d(b, w)2n imply d(a(t)b, w)2m+n and that

d(a,w):s;.m, d(b,w):s;.n imply d(a(t)b,w)<m+n.
then clea_rly d(a, w) +d(b, w) = d(a(t)b, w).
then d(a(t)b, w) = oo = d(a, w)
Let z E Z 0 •

n2 l.

+ d(b,

w).

If either d(a, w) = oo or d(b, w) = oo,

Assume

= cp (z) d (a).
that d(a) =

0.

(ii).

=

oo}

= (\,. U(n,

= [c0 ].

we set

Put A= {

= q,. (ck,

a).

Therefore if a>0, then d(a)>0.

There is a finite element

= ei (a) = 0.

Therefore

Ci!

with e (Co)

=

I.

We

By Lemma 2.7 'there is a sequence {ck} such that

;k ; k = I, 2, ... ; n = 0, I, 2, •··} .

u( ;k , a)= E(<j,. (ck, a)).

q2 ,. (ck+l,a)

By Theorem 4.2

a) is a non-dense set, that is, d (a, w)< oo a.e.

Let L be of type II.

may suppose that zW .:S:co,

a) for all

== 0 on .Q-E(z). There-

Then by Theorem 4.1 (3) /\,.q,. (h, a)

' Let a be finite.

d(a(t)b).

= E(z)n U(n,

Then U(l, a)= 0, so q1 (h, a)= 0.

(2), we have 1-e(a) =ro(h, a)= I, whence a=0.
{w E !2; d (a, w)

+ d(b) =

Therefore d(a)

By Lemma 4.2 (iii) we have U(n, zna)

Hence d(zna, w) ==-d(a, w) on E(z) and d(zna, w)

fore d (z na)

2k[ck]

Hence ifd(a,w), d(b,w)<oo,

For arbitrary a EL

For :.\.EA, U('\,, a) is uniquely determined smce

Clearly U(0, a)= !2, and if A.1 <A.2 then U(\.1, a)) U(\. 2 , a),

so we define

d(a, w)
For all ~°20

I.u.b. {:.\.EA; wEU(:.\., a)}.

(~: real number), {wE!J;d(a,w)2~}=(\(U(\.,a);\.<~) and

{w E !2; d(a, w);s;,.~}
and d(a)EZ.

=

= (\(!2- U(\.,

a); \.>~) are closed.

Hence d(a) is con"tinuous

It is easy to show that U(l, co)=.Q and U(:.\., eo)=0 if :.\.>I.

d(eo) = I and d(zW)=cp(zW).

Hence

Now we shall prove that d has the properties (1 °)-(5°).

Ifa~b, then q,.(ck,a)=q,.(ck,b) for all k, n, whence d(a)=d(b).
Let aJ_ b, and ~, 'I'/ be non-negative real numbers.

m+n
are k, m, n such that X.=~,

m
i:
y<~,
yn <,,,,.

If \.EA, \, <~

+ 'I'/,

there

So using Lemma 4.2 we have
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(\ (U().,, a); 'll,<f;)n(\(U().,, b);)., < "!) C (\ (U().,, a(j)b); ).,<!;+7J).

Similarly we have

Then it follows that d(a, w)2!; (resp. <!;), d(b, cu) >"I (resp.;;;;;."!) imply
d(a(j)b, w) 2!; + 7J (resp. <!;

Let zEZ0 •

+ 7J),

Therefore we have d(a)

+ d(b) = d(a(j)b).

By Lemma 4.2 (iii) U('ll,, zna)=E(z)nU().,, a) for all 'll,>O.

Therefore d (z na)

= <p (z) d (a).

Assume that d(a)=O.

Then E(q 1(ck,a))=U(~,a)=o, so r 0 (ck, a)=I for

By Theorem 4.1, [a]<{:,Ick], whence 2k[a]~[c0 ] for all k,.

all k.

Since Co is finite,

we have a= 0 by Lemma 4.1.
Let a be finite.

We have /\nqn(c0 ,a)=O, whence {wE!J;d(a,w)=

00

}=

f\n U(n, a) is a non-dense set.
(iii). Let L be of type III.

Set d (a)

=

00

cp (e (a)). Then clearly d (a) E Z and

d has the properties (I )-(5°) from the following properties: a~ b implies e (a)=
0

e(b); e(a(j)b)

= e(a)Ve(b);

finite element.

e(zna)

= zne(a);

a>O implies e(a) >O; 0 is the only

This completes the proof.

The dimension functions necessarily have the following further properties.
THEOREM 5.2.

(i)

Let d be a dimension Jimction on L.

d(a,w)==O on Q-E(e(a));f
O<d(a, w)<= a. e. on E(cf(a));
d(a, w) ==

Especially a>O

(ii)

if

= on E(ei(a)).

and only if d(a)>O; a' is finite if and only

a';::; b implies d (a) 2 d (b) and the converse holds

(or b) is finite, then a> b (resp. ~,

PROOF.

(i).

if

if

b is finite.

<) is equivalent to d (a)> d (b)

.Q-E(e(a)) and d(a, w)>O a. e. on E(e(a)).

d(e'(a)na, w)

0 or oo.

= 0.

Thus z

<

Hence d(a, w)==O on

Next by Lemma 3.4 [ei(a)na]

Hence by (1°), (2°) we have d(e"(a)na)

=

a

Since c1 (a)na is finite, it follows

from (3°), (5°) that d(a, cu)<= a. e. on E(cf(a)).
2[ei(a)naj.

if

From this

(resp. =, <).

Since O E Zo, it follows from (3°) that d(O)

1-e(a),=±zna=O,=±cp(z)d(a)=O,=±d(a,w)==O on E(z).

=

d(a, w)< 00 a.e.

= 2d(ei(a)na), whence

Since dk(a)na, w)>O a. e. on E(ei(a)), d(a, w)==oo on

E(ei(a)).
(ii).

It follows from (1°), (2°) that a';::;b implies d(a)>d(b).

and cl(a)2d(b).

Let b be finite

From Theorem 3.1 there are decompositions a=a1 (j)a 11 , b=

b'(Jjb" with a'~b', e(a")ne(b")=O.

d(a')=d(b') is finite valued a.e. by (5°),
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and hence d(a') +d(a") 2 d(b') +d(b") implies d(a") 2-d(b").
= cp(e(b:'))d(a") 2-cp(e(b"))d(b") =d(b").

Hence O=d(e(b")na")

Therefore b" = 0, whence a?:;b'

= b.

We assume that relation a~ b has moreover the following pro-

REMARK.

perty : if a and b are perspective, then a~ b.
have d(avb)+d(anb)=d(a)+d(b).

Then for arbitrary a, b EL we

Proof: let avb=::::a(i;)c1, b==anb(i;)c2.

Since c1 ~c2 by the assumption, d(aVb)+d(anb)=d(a)+d(cr)+d(anb)=

d(~)

+ d(c 2) + d(anb) = d(a) + d(b).
Next we prove the uniqueness of the dimension function in a certain sense.
THEOREM 5.3.

f E Z, 0 </(w) < oo
=

. = di (h)di' (h)

=

1

a. e. such that d 1 (a)= f

1, 2).

for all a EL.

Therefore di (h)- are also non-zero, finite valued a. e.

Put d/ (a)

1

d; (a) for all a EL.

d/ (h)

· d2 (a)

By_Theorem 5.2 (i) we have O<di(h,w)< 00

Let L be of type I.

PROOF.
a. e. (i

If dr, d 2 are dimension functions on L, then there exists a function

=

I.

Then di', d 2' are also dimension functions on L and

To prove the theorem, it suffices to show that both di' and

d 2 ' coincide with the dimension function d which appeared in Theorem 5.1.
Since n[qn(h, a)nhl<[qn(h, a)na] and n[rn(h, a)nh]=[r,,(h, a)na], we have
d/ (a, w)

cl;' (a, w)

and
Hence d/ (a)

= d (a)

== oo

== n

on (\,. (U(n, a))

on U(n, a) - U(n

+ 1, a).

for all a EL.

Let L be of type II.

By the same reason as above it suffices to show that

if d' is a dimension function and d' (co)= l, then d'

= d.

d' (a, w) 2 \. on U(>-..., a) and d' (a, w) <\, on Q - U(\., a).

d' (a, w) 2

t

Therefore d' (a)

= d (a)

Hence

A< t)
U (\., a) ; \. > t).

on (\ (U (\., a);

d' (a, w) S:. t on (\ ([2 -

and

Since d' (ck)= 1/2\

for all a EL.

Let L be of type III.

By Theorem 5.2 (i) we have d 1 (a)= d 2 (a)= oo cf> (e (a)),

i. e., in this case the dimension function is uniquely determined.
COROLLARY.

Let zm

=0

and let do be a dimension function on L.

There exists a

one-to-one correspondence between the dimension functions d on L and the functions

O<J(w) < 00 a. e., where the correspondence is given by the equation d(a)
PROOF.

< oo

Let f E Z and O<J(w)

function on L.

f E Z, 0 <f(V;) <

a. e.

f E Z with

= J· d 0 (a),

a EL.

Then f • do is clearly a dimension

Conversely, if d is any dimension function on L, then there is
00

a. e. such that d

is a finite element ao with e (ao)

= f • do by Theorem 5.3. Since

= I.

<

Clearly O do (ao, w)

<

00

a. e.

zm

=

0, there

If f 1 • cl0 =
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/2 •do,

we have

/1 •do (ao) = /2 • do (ao),

whence / 1= / 2.

Therefore the correspondence

rs one-to-one.
Furthermore we shall examine some properties of the dimension functions.
A dimension function d on L will be called a normalized

DEFINITION 5.3.

dimension function if d (h)

e(h)

= c/l(zi), d (zW) = <f:, (zlP),

where h is a minimal element with

= z1,
It is clear from the proof of Theorem 5.3 that the normalized dimension

function on L is uniquely determined if
For L, ZL will denote the set of

zf1J = 0.

/E Z

which have the following properties:

f (w) = 0, I, ... , n

on

E (e(n));

J(w) = 0, 1, ... ,

on

E(ztl);

on

E (z\P) ;

on

E (zm),

J(w)

<

1

J(w)

=

0,

oo

oo

(n: natural number)

It is easily shown that Z1, is a complete sublattice of Z.

If dis a normalized dimension function on L, then {d(a); aEL}=ZL,

THEOREM 5.4.

Let d be the normalized dimension function which appeared in

PROOF
Theorem 5.1

and d' be arbitrary normalized dimension

Theorem 5.3 we have d'
on E(zir>).

= f • d,

function on L.

where J(w) == 1 on SJ - E(zlr>), 0 <J(w) <

=

By
a. e.

It is obvious thatf•ZL=ZL, thus to prove {d'(a);aEL}=ZL it

suffices to show that {d(a); aEL}=ZL,
First we shall prove d (a) E ZL for all a EL.
obvious that cl(a, w) = 0, 1, ... , oo,

cl (l, w)

=n

If L is of type I, then it is

Since U(rz, I) - U(n

on E(e(n)), whence cl (a, w) _<::;_11 on E(e(n)),

d(a, w).:::; I on E(z[l>).

It is clear that d(a, w)

= 0,

+

l, I)= E(e(nJ), w~ have

Now d (zW)

= on

= qJ (zlP)

implies

E(zm),

Next we shall show that for any JE ZL there exists a EL such that d (a)= f
Let L be of type I.
dent system

Since n[qn(h, I)nfz] exists for every n, we get an indepen-

{lz,. ; l .:S:: IZ

< =}

with hn E [qn (h, 1) nh}

Since /(w)

= 0,

1, •••,

=,

A,.={wESJ; J(w)"?:.n} is open and closed, then there is z,.EZ0 such that E(z,.)=A,..
We see that J(w) <;;.i on E(e(i)), so z,.:<:. I -

d(z,.nh,.)

= <f:,(z,.).

Set a=(±),. (z,.nh,.).

d (a)~ n on E(z,,)

E8 (e(i) ; i <n) = q,. (h,

1)

= e(h,.).

Hence

We have

= {w

E Q; J(cu)

>

n}

d (a).< n on Q - E(z,.+1) = {w E Q; f(w) < n}.

and
Therefore d (a)

=f

Let L be of type II.

For every k 2 l, we get an independent system
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{cL I.Sn<=} such that c;;E[ckl ifnS2\ c;;E[zlr'>nck] ifn>2".
that c'ic-= c~';.11 8:)ct:.1.

We may suppose

A,;= {w E SJ; J(w) ~ n/2k} is

Hence we get z'i; E Z 0 such that E(z;;) = int (A,;).

open and closed.
8:),, (z;;nc,:), bk=

The interior of the closed set

EBn (z,;-l r\ c'!,).

Set ak =

Then ak~ak+l < bk+l <bk since

-c

n
n
2n-l
2n-l) 4' ( 2n
2n ) < ( 2n-2
2n-l) 4' ( 2n-l ,-__ 2n ) < n-1,-__ n
Zkr\ck;;;;;,,
Zk+l
r\Ck+l
"!:.I Zk+ir\Ck+l =
Zk+l r\Ck+l
"!:.I Zk+l I ,Ck+l =Zk
I ,ck,

Set a=Vka 1" and we shall show d(a)=f
e (ckn) if n> 2k.

Since J(c.J)<l on E(z\P), z;;~zfrl=
We have d (a, w) > d (ak, w) 2- n/2k

Hence d (z'i,nci,) = (I/2k) </J(zi,).

on E(z'ic), so that

. d(a,w)~~ on (\(E(z'l);
for any non-negative real number, (

-;k

<~)C{wE!2;J(w)~n

On the other hand d(a, w)S:,d(bk, w)

<n/2k

on S2 _: E (z'i;), so that

Therefore d (a) =

J.

Let L be of type III.

z E Zo with E(z) = A.

= {w ; J(w) = oo} is
d (z) = oo rf,(z) = J. This

Since A

Clearly

open and closed, we get
completes the proof.

{[a]; a is finite} is lattice-isomorphic to {f E ZL; J(w) < 00 a. e.}.
Especially if L is finite, then [L] is lattice-isomorphic to ZL and then it is a complete lattice.
COROLLARY.

PROOF.

Let d be a normalized dimension function on L.

By Theorem 5.2

(ii) and Theorem 5.4, the correspondence [a}-*d(a) 1s a lattice-isomorphism of

{[a] ; a is finite} with {f E ZL; J(w) < oo a. e}.
Let d be a dimension junction on L.

THEOREM 5.5.

Especially d is completely addiifre, that is, if a=

If as

EB (a"' ; a EI)

ta,

then d (as)

then cl (a)

t d (a).

= ~ (d (a,.)

;

aEJ).
PROOF.

function.

By Theorem 5.3 we may suppose that d is a normalized dimension

Let aa ta. By Theorem 5.4 there is b EL such that d(b)

Clearly d(b)Sd(a).

z

=

I -ei(b).

By Theorem 5.2 (i) d(b, w) ==-d(a, w) ==- oo on E(ei(b)).

Since d(zna 8 )_<d(znb) for all

o

Put

and znb is finite, we have

d(zna)<d(znb) by Theorem 5.2 (ii) and Lemma 3.2.
on E(z)=.Q-E(ei(b)).

= Vod(as),

Hence d(a, w)==-d(b, w)

Therefore d(a)=d(b), this gives d(as) td(a).

The rest

of the statements is obvious.

s 6.

Remarks on the axioms of dimension functions

In this se.ction we shall make clear the relation of our dimension functions
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defined in § 5 to those of Segal and Dixmier (see (II) in the introduction).

Let

d* be a function on L to Z satisfying the first three axioms (1°)-(3°) in Definition 5.2.

As in the proof of Theorem 5.2 (i) it is easily shown that d*(a, w)==O

on !J-E(e(a)) and that if a is properly infinite, then d*(a, w)

=0

or

00 •

To make clear the relation of our dimension functions to those of Segal, we
prove the following theorem :

For arry d*, there exists a decomposition Zr<±) z2 (±) z 3 (±) Z4

THEOREM 6.1.

=

l, z; E Zo

such that
(1)

d* is a dimension function on L (0, z 1 );

(2)
(3)

if a:s;;.z 2 , then
if a~ z 3 , then

(4)

d*(z 4 )

PROOF.

d*(a) = oocp(e(a)); (where Zzf'\Zm = 0)
d* (a)

= oocp(z

Let

4)

=

0;

and there exists a.o such that e(a0 )

L be of type I.

{wEQ; d*(h, w)>O}.

= z4,

d*(ao)

= 0.

Put A 1 ={wE!2; d*(h, w)<

00 },

A2=

Since Ar, A 2 are open and closed, there are z1, z2, zEZ,>

such that A1nA2=E(z1), !J-A1=E(z2), !2-A2=E(z).

Clearly z1<±)z2<±)z=l.

Next put Aa={wEE(z); d*(z, w)>O} and .A 3 =E(z4), z-z4=za,
We have 0 <d* (h, w) < oo a. e. on E(z 1 ).

Hence as in the proof of Theorem

5.3, it is easy to show that d* is a dimension function on L (0, z 1 ).
We have d*(h, w) == oo on E(z 2) and hence if a<z 2, then d*(a, w) == oo on

E(q 1 (11,a)).

But q1 (h,a)=l-ro(h,a)=e(a).

We have d* (za)

= 0,

d*(ao)=0.

and hence if a< z 3 , then d* (a)= 0.

== 0 on E(z4).

We have d*(h, w)

Therefore d*(a)=oo<fJ(c(a)).

So setting,

a.o = zd'lh, we have e(a.o) = z 4 ,

Ifa~z4, then d*(a,w)=0 on Q-E(qn(h,a)) for all n.

is finite, d* (a) = 0.

But if

Z4

* 0,

then d* (z 4 , w) > 0 a. e. on E(z 4).

properly infinite and then d* (z 4 , w) = 0 or oo.
Let L be of type II.
and get z, as above.
we have d* (co, w) ==
then d*(a, w)=

00

Therefore d* (z 4)

Hence z 4 rs

=

oo cp(z 4 ).

We use Co instead of h (see the proof of Theorem 5.1 ).

Then it is clear that (I), (3), (4) is true.
00

Hence if a

on E(z 2), so d* (ck, w) == oo on E(z 2).

on E(q 1 (ck, a)).

Put z=./\.kr0 (ck, a).

Regarding (2)
Hence ir' a~z 2,

Since 2k[zna]<lznc0 ]

for all k, we have zna=0andthene(a)<I-z=Vkq 1 (ck,a).

Therefore d*(a)=

ooq)(e(a)).
Let L be· of type III.

Set z =

(±)(e(a«); aEI) with d*(a,,,)=0.
clearly d*(a)=0.

Put z1=l-z.

V (e(a);

d*(a)

=

0).

Put a=<±)(aa,; aEl).

We may write z =
Then e(a)=z, and

Ifa.:::;;:z 1 andd*(a)=0, then e(a).:S::z, so a=0.

Thus (4°) in Definition 5.2 is true for a$:.z 1, whence d* is a dimension function
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on L (0, z1). .
We get a decomposition z = z 3(±)z 4 as above.

= z 4, d* (z 4 na) = 0.
oo ¢ (z 4).

Clearly (3) is true, and e(z4r\a)

Since z 4 is zero or properly infinite, we have d* (z4) =

This completes the proof.

COROLLARY I.

d* is completely additive if and only if the following condition is

satisfied:

(6°)

if

PROOF.

aB ta, then d* (aB) t d* (a).

The "if" part is obvious since d* 1s finitely additive.

To prove

the converse, let d* be completely ?,dditive and let z1(±)z2(±)z3(±)z4= l
decomposition for d* in Theorem 6.1.
is a0 =;I= 0 such that e(ao)

= z 4,

d* (ao)

=

be the

If z 47'= 0, then by Theorem 6.1 ( 4) there
0.

Using (2, c) and Zorn's lemm'a we have

an independent system {a"'; a EI} such that aa,.:S::z4, a,.$ ao for all a EI and
(±).,a,,=z4.

Since d*(a.,)=0 for all aEl, we have d*(z4)=0, a contradiction.

Therefore z 4 = 0.

d* satisfies (6°) on L(0, z 1 ) by Theorem 5.5, and it is easy to

show that d* satisfies (6°) on L(0, z 2) and L(0, z 3 ).
on L.

Therefore d* satisfies (6°)

This completes the proof.

From this proof it is clear that d* is completely additive if and only if
z 4 = 0.

We can see that there exists d* such that z 4 =;I= 0, so that d* is not com-

pletely additive.

For example, let L be of type I(=) (or II(=)) and d* (a)= oo ¢ (ei(a)).

It is easy to show that d* has the properties (1°)-(3°) and z 4
COROLLARY 2.

=

I.

d* satisfies the condition ( 4°) in Definition 5.2 if and only if d*

satisfies the condition (6°) and the following condition :

(7°)

if

PROOF.

z E Zo, z> 0, then d* (z)

> 0.

By the Theorem 6.1 d* satisfies ( 4°) if and only if z 3

d* satisfies (7°) if and only if z 3

=

0.

=

z4

=

0, and

It follows from the proof of Corollary

that d* satisfies (6°) if and only if z 4

=

0.

This completes the proof.

This corollary shows that if d* satisfies ( 4°) then d* is completely additive.
The axioms of Segal's dimension functions ([15, p. 405], (l)-(5)) correspond
to (I

0

),

(2°), (3°), (6°), (7°), (5°) and the converse of (5°).

As above, (6°), (7°)

may be replaced by (4°), and by Theorem 5.2 (i) the converse of (5°) may be
omitted.

Thus the Segal's axioms are equivalent to (-1°)-(5°) in Definition 5.2.

Moreover using Theorem 6.1 we otain :
COROLLARY 3.

Suppose zm

= 0,

and let do be a dimension function on L.

exists a one-to-one correspondence between d* satisfying (6°) and

given by the equation d*(a)=J•d0 (a), aEL. d* satisfies (4°) (resp. (5°))

J(w) > 0 a. e. (resp. J(w) < oo a. e.).

There

f E Z, where the correspondence is

if

and only if
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ForfEZclearlyf•d0 satisfies (1°)-(3') and (6').

PROOF.

d* satisfies (6°), then

z4

= 0.

Conversely if

Since d* is a dimension function on L(0, zr), by

Theorem 5.3 there is a continuous function fr on E(zr) such that O<fr (w) < oo a. e.
and Jr(w)d 0 (a, w)=d*(a, w) on E(z,).

J(w)

'= Jr

Then f E Z and

(w) on E(zr) ; f(w)

J· d

0

Set
'=

00

on E(z2) ; J(w)

0 on E(z3).

'=

= d* by Theorem 6.1 (2), (3).

Since zm= 0, there is a finite element b with e(b) = 1.

Clearly O<d0 (b, w) <

If J 1 • do = J2 • do, then f 1 • do (b) = f 2 • do (b ), whence fr = f 2.

a. e.

=

Therefore the

correspondence is one-to-one.

d* satisfies ( 4°) (resp. (5c)) if and only if z 3 = 0 (resp. z2 = 0) which is
equivalent to J(w) > 0 a. e. (resp. J(w)< 00 a. e.).
Let

q>

be a pseudo-application

q on

an operator ring (see Dixmier [4, p. 25]).

Then it is clear that the restriction of cp to the projections satisfies the axioms

(1 °), (2°) and (3°).

The conditions "normal", "faithful" correspond' to the condi-

tions ( 6°), ( 4 °) respectively and the following theorem shows that the condition
"essential in semi-finite part" corresponds to the condition (5°).
THEOREM 6.2

is satisfied:

if

d* satisfies (5°) in Definition 5.2

if

and only

if the following

condition

O=I= a< I - zm, then there exists ar =I= 0, a 1 < a such that d* (a 1) is bounded

valued.
PROOF.

Let d* satisfy (5°).

such that e(b)=l-zm.

By Theorem 2.2 there is a finite element b

If 0=!=a<I-zm, then e(a)ne(b)=e(a)=/=O.

exist a' =I= 0 such that a 2 n' ;:;s;; b.

Since a' is fi~ite, d* (a')

So there

is finite valued a. e.

Then for sufficiently large number K, A={wEE(e(a')); d*(a', w)<KJ=!=0.

A

is open and closed, there is zEZo such that E(z)

=A.

Since

Since 0=!=z<e(a'), we

have 0=!=zna'<a and clearly d*(zna') is bounded valued.
To prove the con verse, let

a=\= 0

be finite.

Then

a<

I - zm.

If there

exists O=\= z E Z 0 such that d* (a, w) == oo on E(z), then zna =\= 0 and then there is
c=\=O, c<zna such that d*(c)<K for some K.

By Theorem 4.1 /\nqn(c, a)=

e'(a)V(l-c(c))= 1-c(c) =\= I, whence q"(c, a)=\= I for some n.
Then we have d*(a, w) <nd*(c, w)S.nK.

d*(a,w)=oo, a contradictio~.

Let cuE Q-E(qjc, a)).

But since 1-qn(c, a) <e(c)S.z, we have

Therefore d*(a, w)<oo a.e.

Ifa=0, then cl*(a)=O.

Thus d* satisfies (5°).
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